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16 January 2020

7 members in attendance. Apologies received from David Edwards, Jake McLeod,
Maureen Gardner, Stephen Shreach, Anita Shelton, and Ian Findlay.

Political education: The meeting opened with an address by Jackson Cullinane,
Unite’s Scottish Region political officer, on opportunities for political training for
Retired Members in Scotland. He began by giving a brief background, pointing out
that Unite’s political training programme derived from that of the TGWU as a major
component part of Unite. He went on to say that the Union had agreed to Regional
political trading programmes which were important to Scotland, given the particular
characteristics of Scotland’s political structure. He cited a political school in Durham
prior to the Durham Miners’ Gala which had been very successful and went on to say
that it would be either possible for Retired Members to be added to working
members’ political training weekends or, in theory, to have their own residential
trading weekends. However, as all trading costs are approved and met centrally, he
felt that a course for Retired Members alone would face funding difficulty, though he
would be prepared to make such an application if the Branch so requested. The cost
would be in excess of £6000. He assured us that the introduction of up to 6 Retired
Members on, for example, a youth residential weekend political trading course would
not be difficult for which to gain funding. Indeed, he said that the experience of
Retired Members at such a course would be very valuable. In the present
environment it is extremely important that Unite shop stewards and others are made
aware of the past and current bonds which link the Labour Party to the Trade Union
movement. He cited a recent highly successful weekend political school for young
members held at the Golden Jubilee complex in Clydebank at which Retired
Members attendance would have been mutually beneficial.

He emphasised that these training courses were not just classroom style talks but
active participation studies with speakers such as Neil Findlay contributing to
discussions and projects such as, in the recent weekend school, participants going
to Glasgow to explore projects, such as finding the areas  relevant to John Maclean
and his relevance to socialist and trade unions today.

In more general terms, he stressed the need for participation in social media and it
was agreed that a talk, possibly in a dedicated day school, on how to use social
media productively was desirable and that Ryan Simpson should be asked to do a
presentation/study day for the Branch.

In conclusion, Bro. Cullinane was thanked for a very instructive and helpful
presentation. Members present felt it essential that the Committee and the
Branch should consider accepting the offer to place members on future
political training courses and, as a preliminary procedure, asking which
members would wish to be included on such courses.
Equality Legislation: David Paterson informed the meeting that a half day course
on equality legislation, particularly as it affects Retired Members, had been agreed in
principle and arrangements now need to be made to hold it.



Demos. & Conferences etc: 1st February Conference on Climate Change at which
Jackson Cullinane is speaking on bus transport.

8th February 4 delegates had been chosen for the “Stand up to Racism”
conference to be held at Adelaide’s.

21 March. UN demonstration on climate change. It was felt important that the
Branch and the wider Union involve itself fully in activities to make the public and
authorities aware of the overwhelming importance of this subject. We should see
how we can tie in with the climate change conference in Glasgow in the autumn.

Dave Sherry told the meeting that the UCU dispute with University
authorities has continued and that we should be aware that industrial action on
matters concerning the massive extension of Glasgow University could well develop
in the near future.

Courses and Speakers: The desire for a full debate on the subject of a second
referendum on Scottish independence, possibly replacing an ASC meeting,
following on from the motion on the subject at the last Branch meeting was
discussed and David Paterson said he had been in touch with the Branch Secretary
on the subject and hoped to discuss possibilities also with David Edwards.
It was also pointed out that the Branch had agreed that a speaker on the subject of
mental health should address the Branch later in the year.

Branch Constitution: It was felt that many new members of the Branch would not
have seen the Branch’s Constitution and that the revised edition should be available
at the Branch’s Triennial Meeting. David Paterson will approach the  Branch
secretary to obtain a revised copy so that any proposed changes can be considered.

AOB: 1) Dave Sherry mentioned that two young women had addressed the previous
evening’s Trades Council meeting on the subject of the municipalisation of
Glasgow’s buses and would be pleased to address our Branch on the subject.
2) The subject of visits was raised and the following were mentioned as desirable to
visit.
a) Exchange visits with other retired members branches.
b) The Minors Museum, Midlothian.
c) Summerlee Museum, Lanarkshire.
d) Fairfields Museum, Govan.
e) Do the Slave Trade guided to

DONM: 13 February; John Smith House; 12.30pm; Room 4

Thankyou to Bill Newman for the minutes.


